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It is my pleasure to write this evaluation of Jakub Šebesta’s Ph.D. thesis as his supervisor. Jakub has 
contacted me already during his master studies, seeking to join a team solving challenging theoretical 
problems in condensed matter physics, although it represented a significant change when compared to 
his master thesis. He has been involved in the research work of our theory group already before the 
start of his Ph.D. studies, for the whole time he has been very active and devoted to the subject. Part of 
the work has been performed in collaboration with both theoreticians and experimentalists from the 
Institute of Physics of the Academy of Sciences, whose findings have originally stimulated the research
into the subject of the thesis.

Topological theory of condensed matter brings very deep insight into underlying laws of matter and 
allows to link some of its properties with the so called topological invariants. The research into it 
started already in the 80’s, but became more widely employed only recently, after it led to the 
predictions of new states of matter, for example the topological insulators (TI). Its importance has been 
also recognized by the fact that Nobel prize has been awarded for its research. Jakub’s work has 
significantly contributed to understanding of the interaction of a selected group of TI, bismuth 
chalcogenides, with magnetism. Magnetic order breaks time-reversal symmetry which is a necessary 
precondition for the existence of typical TI. It is thus interesting to see at which situation magnetic 
order could be established and how does it affect TI. The thesis shows how do some methods for the so 
called first principles calculations in physics perform in describing the complex TI system modified by 
magnetic impurities, and what can we learn from these methods. It provides important predictions for 
the conditions to establish the magnetic order here. Furthermore, the effect of planar defects on TI was 
studied. This is numerically very demanding because of the extended character of these defects. The 
thesis introduces important conclusions about interaction of such defects between each other or with 
magnetic impurities.
During his studies he has also started a rather independent work on high entropy alloys. He has 
performed huge number of calculations for the many different combinations of components, lattice 
types and magnetic states that can occur in these complex alloys. This he accompanied by extensive 
data analysis and all other steps needed for a research project, and described it in a published paper. 

Jakub was able to not only run existing computational codes, but also modify their source code and 
write his own pieces of code. That is a valuable quality not often acquired by computational scientists, 
since such work requires deep understanding of the principles of the computational description of the 
corresponding physics, and does not directly lead  to immediately publishable results. Concerning 
modifications of source codes he has been also able to deal with the unfortunately typical problems of 
physics codes - very mixed style not following modern guidelines – and that represents a rather arduous
task. A minor remark is that the English texts he produces sometimes contain too complicated 
formulations with sentence constructions more common in Czech language. These are difficult to read 
for English speakers. However, the style of his English has improved a lot during his Ph.D. studies and 
this improvement still progresses.



Jakub has co-authored 4 papers, in three cases as the leading author. His Ph.D. thesis contains the 
original results published in these papers plus an extensive introduction into the field. The thesis is well
organised and significantly contributes to understanding of peculiar properties of topological insulators.
He has participated in a number of international conferences and presented his work in an oral form or 
as a poster. Overall his ability to manage all main components of scientific research has been 
demonstrated.  I have no doubt that the knowledge and expertise he has acquired has paved way for a 
successful future academic career.

In summary, I am convinced that Jakub Šebesta has completed all the required tasks of his Ph.D. study 
program and I fully support the defense of his thesis at Charles University.
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